
GOOD SINGERS

“Good Singers” challenges celebrity teams to distinguish 
great vocalists from untalented performers without hearing 
them sing, in a hit show which leaves everyone both laughing 
or marvelling at the performances.

Genre:
Singing Entertainment Show

Duration:
Weekly, Prime Time
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If looks can be deceiving, then the hit musical game show “Good Singers” is the 
ultimate test for celebrities, seeking out great vocalists among those who cannot 
sing to save their lives. Without hearing contestants sing a note, the teams will 
have to decide on appearances and clues given to them alone. When the singing 
does begin, prepared to be both amused and amazed. 

In each episode, the 12 contestants will use their powers of persuasion to 
convince the three celebrities in each of the two teams that they have silky 
smooth voices. The celebrities in turn will need all their skills of perception to 
distinguish between the divas and those who sound like strangled cats.

At stake is prize money which the celebrities are trying to win for a charity of 
their choice over the course of  five rounds, each more entertaining than the 
one before. If a team fails to identify a good singer, their money for that round 
is awarded to the opposing team. The charities never lose out in a show more 
about having fun than winning.
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The contest begins with “the secret conversation”, in which 11 contestants 
come on stage and are introduced, while the 12th contestant only appears as 
a silhouette. Each participant is therefore visible but does not have the right to 
speak. Each team will watch a video of two contestants for 30 seconds with voice-
over introduction and it could deliver true but misleading information.
 
In the second round, “the performance”, the two teams choose two contestants 
and must decide whether the voice fits the look as they perform behind a curtain 
as dancing, singing silhouettes. Then in “Q&A” round, each team choose two 
contestants and be able to ask questions both of them, then the teams select a 
candidate who seems to be a “good singer”.
 
Each team then watches an acapella song by two contestants - their voices altered 
in a humorous way by a sound engineer – in “the band demo” round, before 
meeting the 12th silhouetted contestant in the last round. The two teams will 
have to choose one last singer among the last four contestants who will perform 
a duet with the team’s famous singer.
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At the end of the show, the two remaining unpicked contestants perform briefly 
and reveal their talent. Whether the singing unveils major talent or leads instead 
to great embarrassment, what really matters is the fun which both contestants 
and celebrities have as they raise money for charity.

Each week 12 new contestants appear, keeping the show fresh as the jurors look 
for clues and distinguish truth from false. In “Good Singers” everyone is a winner, 
leaving both celebrities and viewers laughing and marveling at the performances.
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